
Brand Description

This leading European consumer brand provides both bike and home security.

One of the most trusted security brands in France, Bricard is renowned for its quality in DIY and commercial applications.  
The Bricard Art luxury line is for the aesthetically-minded.

With a focus on architectural door hardware for the sliding and folding door industry, Brio’s solutions bring leading designers’  
and architects’ ideas to life.

A commitment to excellence for over a century has made Briton a competitive, quality choice for securing entrances and exits  
with dependable solutions worldwide.

Internationally known expert in mechanical and electronic solutions for managing security and access, CISA protects homes,
businesses and hospitality.

With its quality construction, Falcon is an easy-to-use, cost-effective addition for building security, providing locks, exit devices,
key systems, and closers.

Innovative products and a commitment to a greener future make FSH a leading brand of low-energy electromechanical
security devices in Australia and New Zealand.

Fusion creates custom-built door hardware to perfectly accentuate each project, adding a luxurious touch with exceptional customer service.

Known worldwide for its high quality door holders and door stops, Glynn-Johnson can handle even the most demanding door  
control applications.

Tough home security products in Latin America, Inafer’s experience in rim locks, floor hinges and door hardware gives the strength  
consumers need to stay safe and secure.

German expertise in workforce management and electronic access control systems helps international customers keep employees  
and visitors safe.

Providing the means for Turkish consumers to secure their property, ITO has established itself as an authority in cylinders, padlocks,
master key systems, door closers and exit devices.
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Brand Description

Offering a wide range of attractively designed, functional hinges, pull and push plates, door stops, and other door hardware and
accessories, Ives is a proven partner in helping build security from the ground up.

The leading bicycle locks in the U.S., Kryptonite’s premium portable and action sports safety and security solutions allow athletes,  
thrill-seekers and adventurers to venture on. Kryptonite locks are sold internationally for ultimate accessibility and portability.

The global looked-to solution for door closure in high-traffic areas, LCN products perform seamlessly in critical moments across  
a variety of industries, from schools to correctional facilities to healthcare.

Known for its quality locks, and fire and safe-egress hardware in Australia and New Zealand, Legge secures a wide range of
commercial and institutional buildings. Residential locks and hardware are also available in the U.K.

At the core of every Milre product is a drive to be best-in-class. After intensive research and development, these South Korean solutions  
are more than electronic locks: they are high-class masterpieces of technology.

Normbau specializes in providing the comfort and accessibility hardware that meets architectural needs across residential, commercial
and healthcare projects in France and Germany.

Internationally known for superior quality, innovation, and style, Schlage is the residential and commercial leader in door hardware.
Schlage’s wide portfolio includes electronic and mechanical locks and access control hardware.

Providing locks, padlocks and light commercial door closers and accessories throughout the Latin American market, Segurex is committed  
to meeting everyday needs.

Digital cylinders and smart technology have made SimonsVoss a leader in electro-mechanical solutions in Europe and Asia-Pacific.

Quality hollow metal doors and frames by Steelcraft serve institutional, commercial and industrial customers across the U.S. and 
Latin America.

Providing portable security for bicycles and other on-the-go needs throughout Europe, Trelock’s provides the ultimate innovation for
on-the-go security.

Von Duprin’s performance-oriented approach to exit devices and accessories has made them a trusted mainstay for use in high-traffic  
areas around the world.

Sealing systems and technologies – sound, fire, smoke and threshold – are Zero’s expertise. Their category leadership comes from  
a high attention to detail and impeccable quality.
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